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Mobile and powerful source capture welding fume 
extractor, removes hazardous fumes from the work 
area without contaminating the surroundings.

The highly-efficient multi-stage filtration system 
includes: internal aluminum mesh spark arrestor, 
pre-filter wrap,  washable filter for sub-micron particles 
down to 0.2 microns, capture tray for larger particles 
and optional carbon filter.

The washable cartridge filter reduces the need  for 
frequent filter replacement and minimizes operating 
costs.

Easy access to the filtration system allows the user to 
perform any maintenance task without any formal 
training.

360º Easy to Use Capture Arm
High Air Flow · Low Pressure Drop
Washable Cartridge Filter
Energy Efficient
Low Operating Costs
ETL Approved to UL507 and CSA 22.2



Dimensions: 26”L x 18”W x 28”H, 120 lbs
Airflow (CFM): 600 nominal
Filtration: Spark arrestor, pre-filter wrap,
 washable cartridge filter (BIA rating 99.93% on 0.2-2 micron)
Power: 120V, 60Hz, 10A
Mobility: Heavy-duty caster wheels
Cabinet: Heavy gauge welded steel 
Options: Carbon filter, pressure gauge, silencer,  remote ON/OFF switch
Part Numbers: WA-1607 - 7’ fume extraction arm
 WA-1610 - 10’ fume extraction arm

KEY FEATURES

Maneuverability
Heavy-duty casters allow for easy movement between work areas 

Filter Life
Cleanable / washable cartridge filter reduces operational costs

Extended Fume Capture Area
360-degree, easy to operate, low resistance extraction arms (7’ or 10’)

Increased Productivity
High capacity debris tray and tool-free filter replacement reduce downtimes

Quiet Operation
Only 58 dBA and additional sound attenuation available if required

Manufacturing · Maintenance · Training
and Fabrication and Repair Facilities

Multi-stage Filtration System

1. Capture arm 4. Cartridge filter
2. Spark arrestor 5. Debris tray
3. Pre-filter wrap 6. Optional carbon filter 1-877-9-QUATRO
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Efficient Fume Extraction

Flexible and completely free from internal 
mechanisms, the unit’s fume extraction arm is ideal 
for welding operations.
The unobstructed airflow inside the arm guarantees 
maximum efficiency and capture velocity, lowest 
pressure drop and eliminates the build-up of particulate 
matter reducing maintenance costs.
Designed and built to last, the arms offer unparalleled 
performance for a wide range of welding applications.


